
"Adjusting the Vertical and Horizontal Hold"

Luke 2:41-51 ^**cJ 2,3, f?J?
Romans 12:1-2 <^W. A

It is Tuesday and men are delivering a new washing machine at your
home. You have traded that 12 year old clunker that danced across the
floor during the spinning cycle. Now you have a shiny new one.

You watch as the men install this, electric scrub board. You
observe that one of the last things they do involves adjusting the legs
of this labor saver. They adjust them so the machine is level and,
therefore, functions properly. It doesn't dance across the floor.

Secondly, there is nothing like a husband and wife enjoying the
task of rearranging the living room furniture. That's real
togetherness on a Saturday afternoon. Two people who love each other,
happily making decisions as to what is to go where and making the
necessary adjustments.

Hardly a week goes by without having to adjust the vertical and
horizontal hold on the television set. Adjust the horizontal to stop
the picture from rotating like a wheel; vertical to remove the lines
that run north and south on the screen.

I know now about what you might be thinking. That one of our
associate ministers in his work of ministry has shook a few mental screws
loose. He is suppose to be preaching instead of presenting some household
hints. There is a screw loose that needs adjusting.

There are, however, some theological implications to the images that
have been painted. All through life we are called upon to make
adjustments. Our happiness and joy in life may depend upon making
necessary changes. This rearranging usually comes under the catergories of
horizontal and vertical adjustments.
I HORIZONTAL HOLD (Adjustments)

First, the horizontal. Here we deal with our relationship with others
and God's creation. This includes the adjustments one needs to make as one
grows from childhood to maturity. Luke recorded such an incident in the
life of Jesus with his mother and father.

This is an event with several rich and valid interpretations. But,
according to the pastoral counselor and scholar Howard Stone, this was a
"developmental crisis" in the life of Jesus and his parents.(P.5) Jesus
is twelve years old. The time when a Jewish boy becomes a man. His mind
and heart are expanding. He wants to learn and to share.

Previously his parents have been like gods. Now he is listening to
the voice of the heavenly Father. He has turned his TV antenna to a new
position. Reception is being received on a new channel. Hence, his reply
to the anxious concerns of his mother. "Know you not that I must be about
my Father's business." In those words we see a boy growing to be a man.
He loves his parents, but the "call of God' has been heard and Jesus is
testing his wings.

Mary and Joseph's parenting is also having .to adjust. Now is the
time to change the limitations they set for him. Touching the "whatnots"
on the end tables was off limits, now Jesus is asking them if he can
go to the temple or the synogogue alone. I can just hear Mary whisper
in Joseph's ear after Jesus walks away, "when we get home, you are going to
have to have a long talk with your son."

Parents with adolescence are called to adjust. This reality hits
home when that 16 year old obtains a drivers license.

Friday night comes and that person you have confidence in, nurtured
to accept responsibility, drives out of the driveway in your gleeming new
pepmobile. You know the car in which you have just made two payments on
a 48 month loan. That darling child roared out of the driveway and
suddenly you remember your prayer life just hasn't been what it should be.






